
THE FUTURE OF
DENTAL HEALTH

I M P L A N T I Z E
C O M P A C T



INDIVIDUALISED IMPLANT
TREATMENT IS AN ADVANCED
PROCEDURE



HERE WE PRESENT A LIST OF
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
ABOUT INDIVIDUALISED
IMPLANTS, WHICH ALLOWS YOU
TO BETTER UNDERSTAND THIS
TREATMENT MODALITY



Individualised implants are a solution for patients with advanced

bone loss in the upper and lower jaw. In many cases, the bone loss

is so severe that routine implant placement may be impossible

without additional major surgery. The individualised implants are

designed using a CT scan, made by engineers and validated by a

surgeon. Using titanium 3D printing technology, they are

anchored with a fixation system equivalent to the ones used for

fractures, and they offer stabilisation points for a non-removable

prosthesis (fixed denture).

ARE INDIVIDUALIZED IMPLANTS A
SOLUTION FOR ME?

WHAT ARE INDIVIDUALISED IMPLANTS?



Patients come to the dentist with different medical complaints,

ranging from a progressive loss of quality of life to the desire to

regain sensation when eating, chewing and laughing. The

patients, in many cases, already had a complex dental history,

sometimes including the previous loss of routine implants.

Individualised implants are now a predictable solution to provide

the necessary support for the fixed prosthesis when there is little

or no bone available. Bone loss can also be a consequence of

prolonged denture wear. Individualised implant treatment is a life-

changing solution. In many cases, fixed teeth can be delivered as

early as 24 hours after the surgical procedure, allowing the patient

to continue with their social life. This approach is an advanced
procedure that can only be entrusted to trained and
experienced dental surgeons.

ARE THEY A SOLUTION FOR ME?



WHAT TO DO WHEN BONE LOSS
PREVENTS THE PLACEMENT OF
DENTAL IMPLANTS?



INDICATIONS AND DIAGNOSIS

In certain situations, the jaw bone can shrink and become

significantly smaller to the point that it can sometimes disappear.

This phenomenon is also called bone loss or clinically called

“jawbone atrophy”. The consequence of this is that the bone

which separates the sinus area from the mouth is very thin and in

the jaw it stays very close to the dental nerve, since it is only a few

millimetres thick. Jawbone atrophy can also be caused by

systemic disorders. Only a thorough diagnosis by a trained team

of experts can identify the causes of bone loss. Also, loss or

infection of the implants can lead to bone loss. In result the little

remaining bone makes it impossible to place additional or replace

dental implants. Bone loss potentially prevents the placement of

dental implants. Jawbone atrophy has significant negative

consequences for the patient's quality of life. Wearing a removable

denture is complicated, time-consuming, and often falls short of

expected function and aesthetic. Biting an apple, eating a snack,

or smiling becomes difficult, if not impossible, with removable

dentures. Prolonged use of removable dentures further

aggravates bone loss in the mouth. The loss of mechanical

stimulation of the jaw bone leads to an acceleration of bone loss. 



In this situation, there is not enough bone tissue to place dental

implants. Few years ago, the satisfactory solution was the use of

bone grafts, with a success rate of 80%. 

SUCCESS
RATE

CURRENTLY

SOLUTIONS WHEN BONE LOSS PREVENTS
PLACEMENT OF DENTAL IMPLANTS

93%

The treatment involves the use of the corticalized bone of the face,

the same used to put screws to repair fractures, to anchor implants

and place fixed teeth in 24 hours. Individualised implants are the

safest option in this case. Surgical treatment ends with a fixed

denture anchored to the implants. Patients can bite into apples,

eat snacks, and smile normally with confidence. The patient can

receive fixed teeth the next day, unlike in a case of bone grafting,

which requires several months. 

With individualized
implants



Individualised implants use individualised tomography of the

patient, where at the direction of your surgeon, engineers design

an implant in a 3D software considering the contours of the bone,

then they print it in titanium, the same material used in

conventional implantes, but using 3D technology. The fixation of

individualised implants is done by micro screws in the same

points used for fracture fixation and the whole system is guided in

a way to be safe and minimally invasive, in order to reach the

position of the teeth to support the fixed prosthesis (if required).

Conventional implants are fixed in their own axis as there is not

enough bone, but individualised implants are fixed in the

neighbouring bone at the position of the closest place of the

fixation of the prosthesis. Individualised and normal implants have

many features in common, such as excellent biocompatibility and

high strength. Over the last decade, individualised implants have

proven to be safe and reliable

INDIVIDUALISED IMPLANTS: ARE
THEY DIFFERENT FROM NORMAL
DENTAL IMPLANTS?

IMPLANTS

Individualized Conventional



TREATMENT WITH INDIVIDUALISED IMPLANTS

Conventional dental implants allow different treatment plans,

depending on the different requirements of each patient:

replacement of a single tooth, bridges on implants or complete

denture. Also individualised implants allow the same solutions,

from a single tooth to a total rehabilitation. An individualised

treatment plan is a planned system based on the teeth, and

everything is planned before surgery, so on the day of surgery,

everything is already defined for each fixation or preparation site

with the use of guided surgery. . The individualised implants can

be used alone or in conjunction with normal dental implants.

In general, as long as it can be

used in conjunction with

dental implants, it reduces the

complexity of the surgical

procedure. Individualised

implants today represent the

minimum invasive resource in

dental treatment and bone

loss at once. Over the years,

the success rate of the

method has increased to

become a globally acceptable

treatment modality for the

treatment of severe bone loss.



More importantly, individualised implant treatments are now a

solution for patients who previously had none. Individualised

implants are part of a complete treatment plan and it is up to your

surgeon to decide if you are eligible. The objective is to recover

the quality of life of each patient. In most cases, this is

accompanied by a complete jawbone denture fixed on the

implants with very good results and no limitations when eating,

chewing or laughing. On a personal, emotional and social level,

the result of the treatment is fantastic.



Patients often find that they are losing their quality of life due to

their dental problems. Diagnostic tests for individualised implants

are performed during the first visit to the dental practice. Before

that, you may have identified with various situations described by

our patients in their testimonials. From implant failures to

progressive dentition loss, patients' quality of life declines over

time. It is common to have problems eating, biting fruits or

chewing. Speech and elocution can also be affected by the loss of

dentition. Finally, the use of a removable prosthesis further

reduces the quality of life and aggravates bone loss

BEFORE THE FIRST VISIT TO DE DENTIST



CLINICAL DIAGNOSTIC TESTS FOR
INDIVIDUALISED IMPLANTS

fter understanding the complaints and history of each patient, the
clinical diagnosis of individualised implants begins with a
thorough oral examination. It consists of a visual observation of all
areas of the mouth, teeth, gums and surrounding structures.

These radiological tests allow the visualisation of bone structures

and the evaluation of the amount of bone available or missing for

the placement of normal dental implants. In case of severe

jawbone atrophy or, in other words, if there is not enough bone

available, individualised implants represent a safe solution. Those

tests do not eliminate the needs for other medical tests. An

essential element to understand is that those tests ensure the

treatment plan is tailored to both your anatomy and your

requirements. A comprehensive diagnosis provides the clinical

team with the necessary information to find a solution to your

dental problems and allow you to regain your quality of life.

THE TESTS ARE NON-

INVASIVE AND DO NOT

REQUIRE ANAESTHETICS

Panoramic radiograph 
CBCT Scan



DO I NEED INDIVIDUALISED IMPLANTS?

Before turning to the best professionals in individualised implants,

it is important to obtain an accurate and thorough diagnosis and

treatment plan. This type of therapy should only be a solution in

case of severe bone loss. The ideal sign is the lack of bone that

prevents the placement of normal dental implants. From a generic

point of view, the reason why patients are interested in

individualised implants at the first visit is the loss of dental

implants or the prolonged use of a removable prosthesis. Thus, if

what you are looking for is a dental set supported by implants and

you are experiencing any of the aforementioned situations, this is

the right place. The medical professional will study the case to

understand it and be able to issue an exact diagnosis. The

treatment is therefore specific to each patient. It adapts to your

anatomy and requirements. Individualised implant treatments are

advanced treatments and should only be performed by trained

clinicians.

O The treatment is therefore specific to each patient. It

adapts to your anatomy and requirements. 

Individualised implant treatments are advanced
treatments and should only be performed by trained
clinicians.



WHAT PATIENTS TELL US

Over the years, satisfied patients have chosen to share their
testimonials to help other patients. Here we reproduce all the
testimonies. In a nutshell, they describe a feeling of peace
when eating, as well as happiness in social interaction with
friends and family.




